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May Day, Red Labor Day, is coming, Brothers and Fellow
Workers!
This is the day when Workers all over the world rejoice and
celebrate.
This is the day when the Workers are proudest.
This is the day when they get out and demonstrate and
show their strength.
This is the day when the workers of the world manifest their
international solidarity.
This is the day when the Workers line up in one body an
challenge the bosses.
This is the day when the Workers make new demands, new
resolves, and new pledges.
This year, of all years, the Workers have reason to demonstrate. The bosses are united in a league to smash the Workers.
The union must go, they say: they want the open shop. Millions of men and women are out of work. Hunger and poverty
are spreading. The courts are operating against the Workers.
The government stands with the bosses against the Workers.
Police and government troops are called out, only to help the
bosses.
In Europe, the Workers are preparing to put an end to the
system. In Italy and Germany, civil war is raging. All over the
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world, the Workers are building up their organizations to fight
for rights — more rights — and STILL MORE RIGHTS. The
hours for the struggle has struck!
In Russia, the Workers have gained their freedom. They have
challenged the whole capitalist world to return them to the slavery that their brothers in other countries must suffer. Attacked
by the capitalist governments, Soviet Russia stands firm, steadfast! The Russian workers cannot be downed!
The whole world is in revolt. The people of India, Persia,
Egypt, Korea, Turkey, and Asia Minor have risen in rebellion
against the tyranny of the imperialist governments. Revolt is in
the air: REVOLUTION is the watchword!
This year, we must all get out and demonstrate. This year, all
the organized and unorganized and the unemployed must get
together in a tremendous demonstration. Your union must help
the demonstration, Brothers and Fellow Workers! Let the bosses
and the government know
That the Workers are united!
That the Workers will stand by one another!
That the Workers’ solidarity is international solidarity!
That Workers will fight for emancipation!
This is May Day, Red Labor Day!
This is the day when 600,000,000 workers all over the
globe, from East to West, from North to South, will celebrate.
Hail then to May Day, the REAL International Labor
Day!
AMERICAN FREEDOM FOUNDATION.
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